
keep it simple
Up to 7 hours coverage with assistant 
All edited, high-resolution wedding digital files on USB
Online proofing on password protected web site
10x10 or 8x12 PhotoBook
$3175  /  +$700 for second photographer

the big day
Up to 9 hours coverage with assistant 
All edited, high-resolution wedding digital files on USB
Online proofing on password protected web site 
10x10 or 8x12 ArtBook
Two (2)- 8x8 or 6x9 Parent’s Choice PhotoBooks 
12x18 canvas wrap wall portrait
On location engagement session with all hi-res files
$5475  /  +$900 for second photographer

Wedding day coverage should begin about 1.5 to 2 hours before 
the ceremony, or, if you are doing a first look / reveal and formals 
before the ceremony, allow about an hour for prep and about 
1.5 to 2.5 hours for formal photos. Consider travel time if the 
ceremony and reception are not in the same spot, and large 
families or bridal parties take more time than smaller ones. Usually, 
I don’t need to be there for the last hour of the reception unless 
a big send-off is planned, and overtime is available until the last 
minute. Generally speaking, weddings at an estate/golf club require 
about 7-8 hours of coverage, and city weddings with different 
ceremony and reception venues often require 9-11 hours. 
 
Need extra time? Overtime is $200/hour ($300/hour for two 
photographers) and can be added at contract signing or on the 
day of the event.
 
An assistant is included in all collections. An assistant helps with 
lighting, carrying equipment, and many other things, but does 
not shoot. A second photographer is there to cover the day 
and provide a second point of view. A second photographer 
can start with the groom while I photograph the bride, but 
an assistant remains with the main photographer all day.  
Basically, two photographers can be in two places at one time. 
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the most popular 
Up to 8 hours coverage with assistant 
All edited, high-resolution wedding digital files on USB
Online proofing on password protected web site
10x10 or 8x12 ArtBook
Three (3)- 6x6 or 4x6 PhotoBook minis 
$3950  /  +$800 for second photographer

the love story 
Up to 11 hours coverage 
Two photographers and assistant
All edited, high-resolution digital files on USB
Online proofing on password protected web site
12x12 or 12x16 ArtBook
Three (3)- 6x6 or 4x6 PhotoBook minis
16x24 canvas wrap wall portrait 
On location engagement session with all hi-res files 
8x8 hard cover signing book as guest book
$6950
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wedding albums

the ArtBook
This panorama digital flush album has thick, non-warping pages 
and is printed on top-quality photographic paper which will 
not discolor at the center seam. With a HUGE assortment 
of leathers, silks, and fine fabrics, you can even add a metallic, 
glass, or funky cover to further set it apart from the rest 
(image cutout and 50+ leather options included, other cover 
upgrades available). These albums are truly stunning works of 
art, and totally customizable. It’s your book, done your way. 
What’s different: 50+ fine leathers at no upgrade charge, 
thick pages, photographic paper. 

Main album: 20 spreads/40 pages
$65 each additional spread (2 pages)
$2250  12x16 or 12x12
$1950  8x12 or 10x10

the PhotoBook
This contemporary and versatile album features lay flat 
pages and a fabric cover with image cutout. Image wraps also 
available. Your images are printed on photographic paper and 
mounted back to back so the pages are lightweight, which 
makes these albums perfect for parents and couples on a 
budget. The PhotoBook is available as a main album, parent 
album duplicate (exact copy of main album design) or a 
Parent’s Choice PhotoBook which is a design unique from 
the main album. What’s different: No leathers; fine fabrics 
and faux leathers or image wrap only. 

Main album option: 20 spreads/40 pages
$30 each additional spread (2 pages)
$895  8x12 or 10x10

Gift album option: exact duplicate design of the main album
$495  8x12 / 10x10 
$395  6x9 / 8x8  

Gift album option: original design
15 spreads/30 pages
$20 each additional spread (2 pages)
$275  5x7 / 6x6      
$350  6x9 / 8x8      
$395  8x10 / 10x10  
$425  8x12

Left: 10x10 ArtBook with 8x8 PhotoBook. Right: 4x6 and 6x6 PhotoBook minis

PhotoBook Minis
When ordered at the same time as the ArtBook, you can 
get THREE or more PhotoBook minis (duplicates of your 
main album design in either 6x6 or 4x6) to give to parents, 
grandparents or keep for yourself! Image wrap covers. 
What’s different: The same as the PhotoBooks only smaller 
with a less substantial cover. Minimum order of three (per 
the bindery) and order must be placed at same time as an 
ArtBook main album and be an exact duplicate design.

$395  for three (3)- 4x6 / 6x6
$125  each additional 4x6 / 6x6 

photo coverage with digital files

All edited, high-resolution wedding digital files on USB
Online proofing on password protected web site
Albums available to add at any time
10% discount on events January through April

$2000 for 4 hours
$2200 for 5 hours
$2400 for 6 hours
$2600 for 7 hours
$2800 for 8 hours
$3000 for 9 hours
$3200 for 10 hours

overtime $200/hour
Add a second photographer for +$100 an hour

rehearsal dinner coverage
$495 for 2 hours coverage and all digital files
(when booked with a wedding/event)

engagement sessions
One hour, on-location session, 50-75 images
$95   session with one hi-res file
$350 session and all high-res files 
$525 session, 8x8 signing book, all high-res files  
$25/each  single high-res file, retouched

PressBooks
These books feature press-printed images on panoramic 
spreads, on your choice of matte or pearl finish paper. 
Available with image wrap cover or linen/faux leather with 
name imprinting.These make great portrait session albums! 

To use as a photo guest book on your big day, engagement 
photos are laid out with additional white/image space for 
guests to sign at your wedding and the book comes with a 
photo safe, archival pen that won’t smudge on your photos. 

10 spreads/20 pages
$20 for 5 additional spreads
$180  10x10
$135  8x8

save-the-dates / thank you cards
100% customized cards. Two-sided full-color printing in a variety 
of paper textures. White envelopes included. Other quantities and 
options available.
$150  100 qty 5x7 press-printed cards 
$200  100 qty 5x7 folded press-printed cards
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